


“WE ARE EVER STRIVING
AFTER WHAT IS FORBIDDEN,

AND COVETING WHAT
IS DENIED US.”

Ovid

A physical metaphor of the forbidden joys we keenly seek, Scandal alludes to the deepest 
of the human guilty pleasures. Established a few steps away from Oxford Circus, in the 

heart of London, Scandal is a unique destination for those looking for an incomparable 
nightlife experience. The venue portrays the lust of Amsterdam’s Red Light District in a 

refined and classy tone. Tasseled curtains at the entrance open to reveal a sunken dance-
floor, with elevated tables and generous VIP area; the raised DJ booth, which stands on a 
corner and boasts a rotation of renowned DJs and surprise performances, is visible from 

any area in the club. The dancefloor is adorned with four windows, all bathed with a sexy 
red neon light, on which dancers reproduce the sensual and provocative aura of a true 

cabaret. Its unique design and feel, which offers over 25 exclusive tables and
a full-service bar, also offers a decor that has been bespoke to the last detail.

Scandal in-house production, paired with highly competent and well trained staff,
offers the ultimate nightlife experience for a privileged few in London.



CAPACITY OF 330 PEOPLE.
25 exclusive tables





FLOOR PLAN



MAIN CLUB
 

The main floor features an expansive DJ
booth and centre stage area with generous

seating throughout. An elongated bar faces 
the heart of the room with escalated views 

of the venue. Hidden glass encaged
podiums in the walls add another

provocative dimension to the experience.
Due to its central location and size,

Scandal will be a perfect backdrop for
various celebrations throughout the year.



PRIVATE ROOM
 
This unique space is complete with its own
sound system and bar, perfect for creating
a private sanctuary. Accessed only with 
secret keys through a disguised wall
painting, our Private Room ensures the
utmost secrecy and exclusivity if needed. 
The room is perfectly accentuated single 
art pieces along with a classic wall collage.





KEY FEATURES
 
DJ booth & Stage________________

Full club sound system_____________________

Immersive laser and
club lighting with branding option_______________________________

Cloakroom facilities__________________

Full event production and branding support________________________________________

In – house catering team_______________________

Late license___________



COMPLIMENTARY
EVENT SERVICES
 

Security ________

Event Management __________________

Bar, floor and waiting staff _________________________
 
Door Host_________



PRIVATE HIRE 
 

SUNDAY, MONDAY,
TUESDAY, THURSDAY

Fully exclusive

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
Part exclusive



78 Wells Street, Fitzrovia
London W1T 3QL

For all private hire inquiries:
 

Scandal London
020 7060 1111

info@scandallondon.com


